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Efficient wall washing with precise light placement

For designers who need a wall wash with floor to ceiling uniformity, comfortable lighting, and high efficiency, Selux offers the M36 MRC
Wall Washer. This wall washer, has a regressed LED that is behind the baffle, creating a subtle presence in the overall design for offices,
galleries, or hospitality spaces. M36 MRC Wall Washer is available in pendant, recessed, and surface mount.
A soft and even distribution
Equipped with the MRC Micro Reflector Cell Technology, it allows for exceptional optical control. The M36 MRC Wall Washer is a
discrete, exceedingly low glare fixture with very narrow lateral throw which allows for precise light placement. A soft and even
distribution illuminates the top of the wall to the floor, providing an excellent uniformity ratio. The M36 MRC Wall Washer is able to
achieve excellent light distribution down an entire wall, floor to ceiling, with no glare to the viewer. The outside unlit corners bring new
style to architectural lighting.

Small form factor that packs a punch
Don’t let the small size of the M36 MRC Wall Washer fool you. It provides superior optical performance, creating even illumination with
just the right amount of visual interest. Various sensor and emergency options are available. Depending on your needs, Selux offers
custom lengths and custom configurations with unlit horizontal 90º inside and outside corners - no project is too complex for us! Mix
and match the optical system of the M36 LED and M36 MRC Wall Washer for other various lighting tasks. Use the M36 MRC Wall Washer
for a specific lighting scheme in combination with the M36 LED linear, for direct task lighting and a cohesive look.

M36 MRC WALL WA SHER
Mounting

Recessed · Pendant · Surface

Construction

Extruded 6063-T6 aluminum construction · Easy access to optical chamber · Precisiondesigned optical chamber · Indirect optic choices, including wide batwing, allow for a range
of indirect distributions

Light Engine

Luminaire efficacy up to 78lm/W · Up to 724lm per foot (direct) up to 1632lm per foot
(direct/indirect)

CCT and CRI

2700K · 30 00K · 3500K · 4000K; 90+ CRI

Driver

RoHS compliant constant current LED driver · Driver includes 0-10V dimming

Lifetime

L80 (10K) > 60,000hrs

Additional Options

Dimming 0-10V · In-line Fuse · Seperate Switching · Emergency Options · Unlit Outside
Corners 90º · Integration with standard M36 illuminated lengths available upon request
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